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Problem

Calculate the electromagnetic momentum and identify the “hidden” mechanical momentum
in a coaxial cable of length L, inner radius a, outer radius b, whose axis is the z-axis, when
a battery of voltage V is connected to one end and a load resistor R0 is connected to the
other (at larger z). The current may be taken as ﬂowing in the +z direction inside the inner
conductor (which has resistance R) and uniformly distributed over it. The outer conductor
has negligible resistivity, and the current ﬂows on it in a thin sheet at radius b. The battery
has negligible internal resistance.

Deduce the charge per unit length on the outer surface of the inner conductor. Then,
suppose the battery can be turned oﬀ in such a way that the current in the cable falls to
zero with some time dependence I(t). Calculate the impulse on the charge on the surface of
the inner conductor due to the electric ﬁeld induced by the transient current.
This problem is based on sec. 17 of [1], and on prob. 7.57, ex. 8.3 and ex. 12.12 of [2].1
See the Appendix to [8] for a variant in which the above system is combined with three
moving balls.

2
2.1

Solution
Electromagnetic Fields and Field Momentum

We perform the analysis in the rest frame of the cable + battery + resistor, which we call
the cable frame.
The total resistance of the cable plus (annular) load resistor is R0 + R. To have current
I in the system, the (annular-shaped) battery must have potential,
V = I(R0 + R),

(1)

1
The ﬁelds and Poynting vector found in sec. 2.1 below were discussed qualitatively by Heaviside on
p. 212 of [3]; and on pp. 254-55 of the textbook [5], and quantitatively in [6]. See also [7].
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at its circle of contact with the inner conductor. The current I, which returns along the
outer conductor, causes a magnetic ﬁeld B that is nonzero only inside the cable. This ﬁeld is
readily calculated via Ampère’s law to be (in Gaussian units, and in a cylindrical coordinate
system (r, φ, z) with the coaxial cable centered on the z axis),2
⎧
r
⎪
⎪
(r < a),
⎪
a2
⎨
2I
1
(2)
B(z inside cable) = φ̂
(a < r < b),
r
c ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0 (r > b).
Inside the inner conductor the electric ﬁeld is E(r < a, z inside cable) = IR ẑ/L, as needed to
drive the current I against the resistance R.3 Since the tangential component of the electric
ﬁeld is continuous across a boundary, there must be some electric ﬁeld in the region r > a
as well. Indeed, a charge distribution Q(z) is needed on the surface of the inner conductor
to shape the interior electric ﬁeld to be purely longitudinal.
An analysis of the electric ﬁeld can be based on the convention that the electric potential
V (r, z) is equal to zero on the outer conductor, and is also zero on the plane z = 0 (which
is not necessarily inside the wire of length L). That is, we suppose the cable extends from
z = −L(1+R0 /R) (the position of the battery) to z = −LR0 /R (the position of the resistor),
so that the electric potential for r ≤ a can be written as,
V (r ≤ a, z inside cable) = −

IRz
.
L

(3)

Thus, the potential of the inner conductor at the position of the load resistor is IR0, and
the potential at the connection of the battery to the inner conductor is I(R0 + R), i.e., the
battery voltage (1).
The capacitance per unit length between the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial
cable is well known to be,
1
C=
.
(4)
2 ln(b/a)
The charge Q(z) per unit length on the inner conductor (with charge -Q(z) per unit length
on the outer conductor) is therefore,
Q(z) = CV (r = a, z) = −

IRz
IRz
=
,
2L ln(b/a)
2L ln(a/b)

(5)

assuming that L  b so that Q(z) is essentially constant over length Δz  b.4 Further, the
potential in the region a < r < b is essentially that for a long wire of charge density Q(z)
If R = 0 the current ﬂows on the surface of the inner conductor and B = 0 for r < a.
If we ignore the resistance R of the inner conductor (as will be done in sec. 2.3 below), a simpliﬁed
analysis can be made. The battery can be taken to lie in the plane z = 0 and the resistor in the plane
z = L. For the outer conductor at zero potential, the inner conductor (r ≤ a, 0 ≤ z ≤ L) has V0 = IR0 =
Vbattery = Vresistor , and the electric ﬁeld is nonzero only inside the cable, (a < r < b, 0 ≤ z ≤ L), where it
has only the (positive) radial component Er = V0 /r ln(b/a) = −V0 /r ln(a/b). The potential in this region is
V = V0 ln(r/b)/ ln(a/b). The inner conductor has charge Q = V0 /2 ln(b/a) per unit length on its surface.
4
A circuit in the form of a square of edge length L, with battery of potential diﬀerence V on one edge
2
3
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per unit length, matched to the condition that V (r = b) = 0, namely,
V (a < r < b, z) = −2Q(z) ln(r/b) = −

IRz ln(r/b)
,
L ln(a/b)

(6)

which also matches eq. (3) at r = a. The potential (6) can also be obtained by a separationof-variables solution to Laplace’s equation [1, 6].
The electric ﬁeld is obtained by taking the gradient of eq. (6), and we ﬁnd,
⎧
⎪
⎪
(r < a),
⎪ ẑ
IR ⎨ ln(r/b)
z
(7)
E=
ẑ + r ln(a/b)
r̂ (a < r < b),
ln(a/b)
L ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0
(r > b).
The electromagnetic momentum density is,
⎧
r
⎪
⎪
⎪ − a2 r̂
⎨
2
S
E×B
I R
=
pEM = 2 =
r̂ +
− rln(r/b)
ln(a/b)
c
4πc
2πc2L ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0

(r < a),
z
ẑ
r 2 ln(a/b)

(a < r < b),

(8)

(r > b).

The Poynting vector S quantiﬁes the ﬂow of energy from the battery in the region (a <
r < b, z = −L − R0 /R) to the inner conductor and to the load resistor, where the energy is
dissipated in Joule heating.
The ﬁgure below (from [1]) shows lines of electric ﬁeld and of Poynting ﬂux in a coaxial
cable that has no terminating resistor, but rather is symmetric about the origin and with
power sources at both ends. The example considered here corresponds to, say, the left third
of the ﬁgure, plus a terminating resistive plate; the power source is at the left of the ﬁgure.

and load resistor R0 on the opposite edge, could be approximated by a coaxial cable of outer radius b = L.
In this case the charge per unit length (5) implies that a wire segment of length L would have surface charge
density Q/2πa ≈ −IRz/4πaL ln(L/a) → −0 IRz/aL ln(L/a), where R is the electrical resistance of that
segment, and the latter form holds in SI units. This result was ﬁrst deduced in 1852 by Weber, secs. 28-36
of item X in [9]. See also sec. 6.2 and Appendix A of [10].
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The total electromagnetic momentum PEM in the cable is,

PEM =

2.2

pEM

I 2R ẑ
dVol =
2πc2L ln(a/b)





b

2πr dr
a

−LR0 /R
−L(1+R0 /R)

dz

z
I 2L(R0 + R/2)
=
ẑ. (9)
r2
c2

Analysis of Transient Forces on the System in the Cable Frame

A conﬁrmation of the result (9) for the electromagnetic ﬁeld momentum PEM can be found by
supposing the current rises from zero to the ﬁnal value I with time. The changing magnetic
ﬁeld induces a longitudinal electric ﬁeld that pushes on the charges on the surface of the
inner conductor. The force on the conduction electrons opposes the current, which transfers
the force to coaxial cable.
By Faraday’s law for a rectangular loop in the r-z plane with two of its edges at r = a
and b, the induced electric ﬁeld at r = a is5

1d b
2 dI
ln(b/a),
(11)
Ez,induced(r = a) = −
Bφ dr = − 2
c dt a
c dt
noting that Ez,induced(r = b) = 0 since the outer (perfect) conductor can support no tangential
electric ﬁeld. The additional force on the surface charge on the inner conductor is,

Fz,induced =

−LR0 /R

−L(1+R0 /R)

Q(z)Ez,induced(r = a) dz = −

L(R0 + R/2) dI
,
c2
dt

(12)

using eq. (5). The momentum kick to the wire as the current increases from zero to I is
therefore,

I 2L(R0 + R/2)
ΔPmech = ẑ Fz,induced dt = −
(13)
ẑ = −PEM .
c2
Thus, the back reaction to the process of emission of the electromagnetic energy into the
coaxial cable results in a very small mechanical momentum of the cable as a whole in the
direction opposite to the energy ﬂow.
This result reinforces the interpretation of eq. (9) as ﬁeld momentum stored in the system,
that could be converted to back into mechanical momentum when the current drops to zero.
In the rest of this note, we set to zero the resistance R of the inner conductor, such that
the ﬁeld momentum (9) becomes more simply,
PEM =
5

I 2R0 L
ẑ.
c2

(14)

Alternatively, we can use Faraday’s law in diﬀerential form,
(∇ × Einduced )φ =

∂Er,induced
∂Ez,induced
1 ∂Bφ
2I˙
−
=−
=− 2
∂z
∂r
c ∂t
c r

(a < r < b).

(10)

There will be no radial component to the induced ﬁeld, so eq. (10) integrates to the form (11) after enforcing
the condition that Ez,induced (r = b) = 0.
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2.2.1

Mass Transfer via the Poynting Vector

Jon Thaler (private communication, Aug. 26, 2007) reminds us that the present example
is very close to that considered by Einstein in 1905 [11] from which he deduced that the
emission of light of energy U lowers the mass of the emitting body according to,6
U = Δmc2.

(15)

Here, the mass of the battery is reduced as the electromagnetic ﬁeld carries energy away to
the resistive inner conductor and the load resistor. As the latter absorb the energy their
masses increase (ignoring possible thermal transport of the absorbed energy). Hence, the
mass of the system at positive z is increasing with time (in the cable frame = rest frame of
the battery + cable + load resistor), which implies that the cable must move in the negativez direction with respect to the lab frame, such that the center of mass/energy remains ﬁxed
in the lab frame.
This argument also suggests that the momentum kick (13) is associated with this motion

in the
of the cable with respect to the lab frame, and we can write that the velocity vcable

lab frame (in which quantities will be designated with a superscript ) is,

=−
vcable

I 2R0 L
PEM
,
ẑ = −
2
Mc
M

(16)

where M is the total mass/energy of the system.
2.2.2

Could the System Contain “Hidden” Momentum?

While the discussion of sec. 2.2.1 appears to resolve the issue of a mechanical momentum
equal and opposite to the ﬁeld momentum PEM , there is a more subtle possibility that the
system contains so-called “hidden” momentum, which term was coined by Shockley [13], but
which concept remains somewhat controversial [2, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26].
General considerations of energy and momentum in (sub)systems lead to a deﬁnition of
“hidden” momentum [27] that is reviewed in secs. 2.4 and 3.2 below, and which provides
two equivalent methods of computing its value. When the second (less intuitive) of these
methods is applied to the present example, as in sec. 3.2 below, one readily ﬁnds that the
matter subsystem contains a “hidden” momentum equal and opposite to the ﬁeld momentum
(14).
However, if one attempts to approach the possibility of “hidden” momentum in the
present example more directly, using the ﬁrst deﬁnition,
Phidden = P − M v̄ce,

(17)

for a subsystem that has no “boundaries”, and where M is its mass/energy, and v̄ce is the
“macroscopic” velocity of its center of mass/energy, then the story is more complicated.7
Since the ﬁeld momentum (14), and a possible equal-and-opposite “hidden” mechanical
6
7

This point was also recently made by Timothy Boyer (private communication, Sept. 21, 2007), and [12].
“Hidden” momentum is a “macroscopic” concept. If one considers the “microscopic” view in suﬃcient
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momentum, are quantities of order 1/c2 , they are unobservably small in examples like the
present, and their consideration could be “much ado about (almost) nothing”.
Hence, Many readers may be content to skip the rest of this note.
2.2.3

Could the Electric Current Contain “Hidden” Momentum?

In certain (somewhat artiﬁcial) examples [15, 23, 29], the electric currents contain “hidden”
momentum.
This is perhaps surprising, in that while there is internal motion associated with the
electrical current, we (naı̈vely) expect the net momentum of the current to be zero, since the
steady current density J = nev obeys,




e
e
e
nmv dVol =
pelectrons dVol = Pelectrons, (18)
0 = J dVol = nev dVol =
m
m
m
where n is the number density of conduction electrons of mass m, charge e < 0 and velocity
v, pcharges is the momentum density of these conduction electrons, and Pelectrons is their total
momentum.8
However, the conduction electrons do not 
necessarily all have the same speed v, such
that their “relativistic” mass m = γm0 = m0/ 1 − v 2/c2 , where m0 is the rest mass of an
electron, is not the same for all electrons, and the total momentum Pcharges could be nonzero.
If so, this nonzero momentum could be called a “hidden” momentum.
However, in examples like the present, which include a battery and resistor, the electric
current does not contain “hidden” momentum.

2.3

In Pursuit of “Hidden” Momentum in the Cable Frame

We return to the steady-state example, and continue the analysis in the cable frame (in
which the battery + cable + resistor is at rest).
As a ﬁrst step towards identiﬁcation of possible “hidden” momentum, we compute the
momenta and velocity of the center of mass/energy of various subsystems.
For simplicity, we now suppose that both conductors of the coaxial cable have zero
resistance (with the battery at z = 0 and the resistor at z = L; see footnotes 2 and 3), in
which case the electromagnetic ﬁeld momentum PEM is given by eq. (14).
We consider the system to consist of three subsystems:
1. The EM subsystem, consisting of the macroscopic electromagnetic ﬁelds, which are
nonzero only in the volume (a < r < b, 0 < z < L). However, formally the EM
subsystem extends over all space.
detail, one might hope that the (macroscopic) “hidden” momentum will always be explained without need
for terms like “hidden”. However, electrons, which have a nonzero magnetic moment, can be said to contain
“hidden” momentum, which so far has deﬁed any classical “microscopic” explanation, as seems rather to be
a quantum eﬀect. One could argue [28] that in classical electrodynamics without permanent magnetization,
there is no “hidden” momentum in a “microscopic” view.
8
Since the charge of an electron is negative, the velocity of a conduction electron is opposite to the
direction of the electrical current I, sketched in the ﬁgure on p. 1.
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2. The “matter” subsystem, consisting of the “matter” of the battery + cable + resistor,
as well as the microscopic electromagnetic ﬁelds of all these items, but not the moving
(conduction) electrons of the electrical current.9,10 Formally, the matter subsystem
extends over all space.
3. The “electron” subsystems, consisting of only the moving (conduction) electrons.
These subsystems have mass/energy densities uEM , umatter and uelectrons,11 such that the total
energies of the subsystemi is,

Ui = ui dVol ≡ Mi c2,
(19)
and the centers of mass/energy of the subsystem i is,

ui x dVol
.
xi =
Ui

(20)

This example involves an electrical current, which we consider to consist of moving charges
in a microscopic view, but which is a steady current in the macroscopic view.
Quantities, i.e., v, whose macroscopic value diﬀers from its microscopic value are denoted
with a bar, i.e., v̄, in the following.
Velocity of the Macroscopic Electromagnetic Center of Energy
The electromagnetic ﬁelds E and B that we consider (associated with the electrical
currents in the battery + wires + resistor) are macroscopic quantities, averaged over small
volumes of atoms.
The macroscopic electromagnetic-ﬁeld-energy density of the system is constant over time,
so the velocity of the center of energy of the macroscopic electromagnetic ﬁeld in the cable
frame is zero,
v̄ce,EM =

dx̄ce,EM
= 0,
dt

x̄ce,EM = const =

L
.
2

(21)

For the electromagnetic subsystem as deﬁned here, i.e., the ﬁelds associated with the
electrical currents, we may say that the microscopic velocity of its center of mass/energy is
the same as the macroscopic velocity,
vce,EM = v̄ce,EM = 0.

(22)

As noted earlier, the momentum of the EM subsystem is nonzero, as given by eq. (14).
This momentum is the same on both macroscopic and microscopic scales.
9

The electrical current is electrically neutral on the macroscopic scale. Hence, the matter subsystem has
net positive electric charge.
10
We count any chemical, elastic or thermal energy densities in the system, uchemical , uelastic or uthermal ,
with eﬀective mass densities uchemical /c2 , uelastic /c2 
and uthermal /c2 , as part of the “matter”.
11
2
The mass density ρmatter contributes ρmatterc / 1 − v2 /c2 to the energy density umatter, where v is the
velocity of the mass element.
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Velocity of the Macroscopic Center of Mass/Energy of the Matter Subsystem
On the macroscopic scale, all matter of the “matter” subsystem is at rest, so its macroscopic momentum is zero,
P̄matter = 0.

(23)

However, the macroscopic center of mass/energy of the matter subsystem is moving
because the electromagnetic ﬁeld transfers energy from the battery to the resistor at rate
dUresistor/dt = I 2R0 = −dUbattery/dt, while the total energy Umatter is constant. Hence,
xbattery
dx̄ce,matter
=
v̄ce,matter =
dt

dUbattery
dt

+ xresistor dUresistor
dt

Umatter

=

I 2 R0L
I 2R0 L
ẑ =
ẑ, (24)
Umatter
Mmatter c2

recalling that zbattery = 0 and zresistor = L. Thus,
Mmatterv̄ce,matter =

I 2R0 L
ẑ = PEM = P̄EM
c2

(macroscopic).

(25)

That is, the momentum associated with v̄ce,matter is not strictly mechanical, but could be
regarded as electromagnetic, since energy in the battery is converted to ﬁeld energy, which
is transported by the ﬁeld to the resistor, where it is converted back into mechanical energy.
One might say that there is something “hidden” about momentum in this example.
In particular, we have not considered the momentum associated with the electrical current, which momentum (if nonzero) is a microscopic eﬀect, not considered in the macroscopic
accounting that led to eq. (25).
Velocity of the Macroscopic Center of Mass/Energy of the Electron Subsystem
On a macroscopic scale larger than the distance between adjacent conduction electrons,
their density is constant in time (in the cable frame). Hence, the velocity of the macroscopic
center of mass/energy of the electron subsystem is zero,12
12

The nonzero velocity of the moving electrons is observable only at the microscopic level. Associated
with this nonzero velocity is a microscopic motion of the position xce,electrons of the center of mass/energy
of the moving electrons. In particular, when electrons enter/leave the inner or outer conductor, the microscopic center of mass/energy of the electrons is “instantaneously” shifted in z by amount d/nL where
d is the spacing between the moving electrons. Consequently, the microscopic coordinate zce,electrons of the
center of mass/energy of the moving electrons executes a Zitterbewegung such that the microscopic velocity vce,electrons of the center of mass/energy is nonzero, while the (time-averaged) macroscopic center of
mass/energy, z̄ce,electrons, of the electrons is at rest (at z = L/2).
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v̄ce,electrons = 0

(macroscopic).

(26)

The velocity of the conduction electrons is constant inside the inner and outer conductors,
which have zero resistance. On a macroscopic scale larger than the mean free path of electrons
inside the resistor, the electron velocity is also constant.
The battery requires more discussion. If the only force on conduction electrons (of charge
e < 0) inside the battery were that due to the electric ﬁeld Ebatt (which points radially outward) they would ﬂow from the outer conductor through the battery to the inner conductor.
This is opposite to the direction of ﬂow in the rest of the circuit. Hence, we infer that the
battery exerts a force on the electrons opposite to that from the electric ﬁeld, so the net
force on the electrons is zero, and the move with constant (macroscopic) velocity inside the
battery. Thus, there is no way that the macroscopic speed of conduction electrons can diﬀer
between the battery, the inner and outer conductors, and the resistor. In sum, the total
macroscopic momentum of the electron subsystem is zero,
P̄electrons = 0.

(27)

Velocity v̄ce of the Macroscopic Center of Mass/Energy of the Entire System
The macroscopic velocity v̄ce of the entire system, with respect to the cable frame, is not
zero (recalling els. (21) and (25)),
M v̄ce = MEM v̄ce,EM + Mmatterv̄ce,matter + Melectronsv̄ce,electrons = Mmatterv̄ce,matter
I 2R0 L
= P̄EM =
ẑ
(macroscopic).
(28)
c2
Although the coax/battery/resistor are not moving in the cable frame, the macroscopic center
of mass/energy v̄ce of the entire system has a tiny velocity, calculable but not observable as
a motion of matter in the system. Indeed,
UEM v̄ce,EM + Umatter v̄ce,matter
I 2R0 L
v̄ce =
≈
ẑ = v̄ce,matter ,
UEM + Umatter
Umatter

(29)

noting that UEM  Umatter.
An immediate consequence of eq. (28) is that the macroscopic position z̄ce of the center
of mass/energy of the entire system in the cable frame varies linearly in z with time,
z̄ce = z̄0 + v̄cet

(macroscopic).

(30)

The macroscopic momentum of the entire system in the cable frame is,
P̄ = P̄EM + P̄matter + P̄electrons = P̄EM

(macroscopic).

(31)

Relation between the Cable and Lab Frames
In the lab frame, the microscopic velocity vce of the center of mass/energy of the entire
system is zero (by deﬁnition of the lab frame), which implies that the macroscopic velocity
9

v̄ce of the center of mass/energy of the entire system is also zero. From this, we deduce that

= −v̄ce = −P̄EM /M with respect to the lab frame (in
the cable frame has velocity vcable
which quantities will be denoted with a superscript  ), according to eq. (28). This velocity is
in the direction from the resistor to the battery, and its magnitude is such as to counteract
the mass transfer from the battery to the resistor, and keep the center of mass/energy of the
entire system at rest.
Further discussion of quantities in the lab frame is given in sec. 2.5.

2.4

“Hidden” Momentum in the Cable Frame

The momentum PEM and Pelectrons is a tiny eﬀect of order 1/c2 , and so not readily noticed. This has led to the term “hidden” momentum, whose meaning has been ambiguous/controversial in the literature [2, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26],
where it is more often applied to a momentum of “matter” than of “ﬁelds”.
2.4.1

A Definition of “Hidden” Momentum

We now write the macroscopic momentum P̄ of each of the subsystems (or of the whole
system) as,
P̄ =

U
v̄ce + P̄hidden −
c2

(x − x̄cm) (p̄ − ρ̄vb ) · dArea,

(32)

boundary

which deﬁnes notion of “hidden” momentum,13 where v̄ce = dx̄ce /dt is the macroscopic
center-of-mass/energy velocity of the subsystem, p̄ is its macroscopic momentum density, ρ̄
is its macroscopic mass density, and vb is the velocity (ﬁeld) of the boundary. In the present
example the boundaries of the subsystems are at inﬁnity,14 and hence,15
P̄hidden = P̄ −

U
v̄ce
c2

(boundary at inﬁnity).

(33)

“Hidden” Electromagnetic Momentum
Using the deﬁnition (33), the “hidden” momentum of the electromagnetic ﬁeld in the
cable frame is,
P̄hidden,EM = P̄EM −

UEM
I 2R0 L
=
P
−
0
=
v̄
ẑ,
ce,EM
EM
c2
c2

(34)

in view of eqs. (14) and (21). For the matter subsystem,
P̄hidden,matter = P̄matter − Mmatterv̄ce,matter, = 0 − PEM = −PEM ,
13

(35)

This deﬁnition is due to Daniel Vanzella, as elaborated upon in [27].
See [31] for application of deﬁnition (32) in an all-mechanical example with mass ﬂow between two
subsystems.
15
The form (33) was given in eq. (80) of [22], in the excellent approximation that the velocity of the center
of mass/energy of the matter/mechanical subsystem is the same as that of the entire system.
14
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using eqs. (23) and (25). For the electron subsystem,
P̄hidden,electrons = P̄electrons − Melectronsv̄ce,electrons = 0 − 0 = 0,

(36)

using eqs. (26) and (27). The total (macroscopic) hidden momentum is zero in the cable
frame,
P̄hidden,total = P̄hidden,EM + P̄hidden,matter + P̄hidden,electrons = 0.

2.5

(37)

Analysis in the Lab Frame

We deﬁne the lab frame to be such that the microscopic (not macroscopic) center of mass/energy
is at rest. As noted at the end of sec. 2.3 above, the macroscopic center of mass/energy is
also at rest in the lab frame, and the cable frame has velocity,

= −v̄ce = −
vcable

P̄EM
,
M

(38)

with respect to the lab frame.
Denoting quantities in the lab frame with the superscript , the velocity transformation
is (since v̄ce  c),
v = v − v̄ce.

(39)

In particular, recalling eqs. (22), (26) and (29),16

vce,EM
= −v̄ce,


vce,matter
= 0,


vce,electrons
= −v̄ce.

(40)

Similarly, the transformation of the (macroscopic) momentum of subsystem i is,
P̄i = Pi − Mi v̄ce,

(41)

such that, recalling eqs. (23) and (27),
P̄EM = PEM − MEM v̄ce ≈ PEM ,
P̄matter = 0 − Mmatterv̄ce ≈ −PEM ,
P̄electrons = 0 − Melectronsv̄ce ≈ 0 − 0 = 0,

(42)
(43)
(44)

in that Melectrons  Mmatter. The total momentum in the lab frame is zero,
P̄total = P̄EM + P̄matter + P̄electrons = 0,

(45)


While the cable moves with velocity vcable
in the lab frame, the mass transfer via electromagnetic-ﬁeld

energy from the battery to the resistor implies that there is an equal-and-opposite contribution to vce,matter
,
such that the latter is zero in the lab frame. If mtrans is the total mass transferred via the electromagnetic
ﬁeld from the battery to the resistor, the cable (of length L) will have moved distance mtrans L/mtot  L,
while the center of mass/energy remains at rest in the lab frame.
16
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as expected for an isolated system whose center of mass/energy is at rest. The “hidden”
momenta in the lab frame are,

≈ PEM − 0 = PEM ,
P̄hidden,EM = P̄EM − MEM vce,EM

≈ −PEM − 0 = −PEM ,
P̄hidden,matter = P̄matter − Mmattervce,matter



P̄hidden,electrons = P̄electrons − Melectronsvce,electrons ≈ 0 − 0 = 0,

(46)
(47)
(48)

and the total “hidden” momentum in the lab frame is zero,
P̄hidden,total = P̄hidden,EM + P̄hidden,matter + P̄hidden,electrons = 0.

(49)

Some people argue that the momentum of the “matter” subsystem in the lab frame is
“overt”, since P̄matter is nonzero, while they omit to note that the velocity v̄ce,matter of the
center of mass/energy of this subsystem is zero. That is, while the “hidden” momentum of
the matter subsystem is the same in the cable frame and in the lab frame, the contributions
from the two terms in each of eqs. (35) and (47) are diﬀerent.

3

Comments

3.1

Origin of the Term “Hidden” Momentum

The name “hidden” momentum originated in examples where a permanent (Ampèrian) magnet resides in a static electric ﬁeld such that electromagnetic momentum,


S
E×B
dVol =
PEM =
dVol,
(50)
2
c
4πc
is nonzero [2, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In such examples there is
no ﬂow of energy between a source and a sink, and the center of mass/energy of the whole
system, as well as those of the electromagnetic ﬁelds and the matter, are at rest in the lab
frame. The present example extends the set of examples of “hidden” momentum to include a
case in which there is a net ﬂow of energy in the (lab) frame where the center of mass/energy
is at rest. When this energy ﬂow is associated with an electromagnetic ﬁeld there can be
“hidden” momentum.17

3.2

An Alternative Expression for “Hidden” Momentum

The “hidden” momentum (of a subsystem, according to deﬁnition (32)) can also be written
as [27],
 0
f
(x − x̄ce) dVol,
(51)
P̄hidden = −
c
17

for a case in which the energy ﬂow is associated with mass transport see [32], and for an example with
mass transfer via a sound wave see [33].
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where,
fμ =

∂T μν
∂xν

(52)

is the 4-force density exerted on the subsystem by on all other subsystems, and T μν is the
stress-energy-momentum tensor of the subsystem.18
The (Lorentz) 4-force density of the electromagnetic ﬁeld acting on the charged matter
has time component E · J/c, which is nonzero only inside the battery and the resistor in
the present example. There, the electric ﬁeld is E = IR0 r̂/r ln(b/a), where r is the radial
vector in a cylindrical coordinate system, and the current density is J = ±I r̂/2πrΔ, with
the − sign inside the battery (at z = 0) and the + sign inside the resistor (at z = L), each
of whom is taken to have thickness Δ along z. Thus, eq. (51) leads to,
P̄hidden,matter = −

I 2R0 L
ẑ = −P̄EM .
c2

(53)

For the electromagnetic subsystem, the top row of the stress-energy-momentum tensor has
0μ
0
= (uEM , c pEM ) = (uEM , S/c), and S is the Poynting vector. Thus, fEM
=
the form TEM
∂uEM/∂ct + ∇ · S/c = ∂uEM/∂ct − ∂uEM/∂ct − J · E/c = −J · E/c, and,

J·E
I 2R0 L
(x
−
x̄
)
dVol
=
(54)
ẑ = P̄EM .
P̄hidden,EM =
ce,EM
c2
c2

3.3

On the Microscopic Nature of Electrical Currents

The notion of electrical currents as consisting of moving electric charges is a key feature
of microscopic electrodynamics. In, say, copper wires, the number of conduction electrons
is two per atom, so the characteristic spacing between conduction electrons is an atomic
radius. As such, a quantum description of the conduction electrons is more appropriate than
a classical approximation of them as moving point charges.
The quantum wave function of each conduction electron carrier has characteristic size
of an atom, so the eﬀective density of the conduction electrons is continuous, rather than
discrete as for a collection of point charges. This quantum feature is consistent with the
Maxwellian view that charge and current densities associated with conductors are continuous
in classical electrodynamics.
Furthermore, the interior of an electrical conductor is electrically neutral to a very good
approximation,19 with the implication that there exist continuous densities of both positive
and negative charges that overlap one another. The interactions between the constituent
charges that would exist in the approximation of point particles do not exist inside electrically
neutral conductors.20 Such interactions were tacitly neglected in the macroscopic analysis
of sec. 2 above.
For an isolated, closed system with total stress-energy-momentum tensor T μν , the 4-divergence of the
μ
latter is zero, ∂T μν /∂xν = 0. If the system contains two subsystems A and B then fA
= ∂TAμν /∂xν =
μν
μ
μ
ν
−∂TB /∂x = −fB , where fA is the 4-force density exerted by subsystem B on A.
19
Resistive, current-carrying electrical conductors are not precisely neutral, but have a net negative charge
density of order 1/c2 . See, for example, [34].
20
Hence, a recent claim [28] is bogus that past analyses of “hidden” momentum in electromagnetic were
18
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